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Hope

As Twista sang in his song, ‘…it 
ain’t easy’, but that does not 
mean that we don’t try, or we 

stop being hopeful.
Consider the poem.

Q- What better things are ahead 
for you?

Q- Why does hope make you 
stronger?
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Q- When Noah built the arc what was he 
hoping for?
Q- Why was the arc a symbol of hope?
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Q- In times of conflict 
why should we always 
use hope as means of 

securing a better 
future?

Q- What are our 
hopes for the people 

of Ukraine?
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Q- What do you think 
your parents/carers

hoped for when they 
brought you into this 

world?
Q- What do you think 

they are hoping for 
now as you mature 
into young adults?
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Q- Do you know who this little 
boy is?

His name is Adam King, and he 
has become a worldwide 

inspiration for hope and love 
during the hard times we have all 

experienced.
The following clips will give you 

an idea of what he has done and 
why he did it

• https://youtu.be/Oakv978tCfU
1.35 mins
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Adam’s dream is to be an 
astronaut but unfortunately, he 
has brittle bone decease which 

means it will be very difficult 
for him to travel into space.

HOWEVER, it has never stopped 
him hoping and dreaming BIG 
Q- What inspiration can you 

take from the following clips?
• https://youtu.be/MW-6BDDDjcM
3.58 mins

• https://youtu.be/SPwl8rVsNp0

• 2.22 minsSJHS
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Adam’s courage and 
belief in hope has 
earnt him many 
many supporters 
around the world 
from tv presenters, 
sports stars, actors, 
astronauts, scientists 
and even world 
leaders.
• https://youtu.be/GZ5HGsnIkcE

0.56 imns
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If a little 6-year-old Irish boy can touch 
the hearts of so many people around 

the world imagine what we can all 
achieve together.

Adam missed his friends and teacher 
during the COVID pandemic, so he 

made a simple virtual hug for them. 

Q- What small action can you think of 
that could have the same impact and 

give others inspiration for hope?
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